Abstract-Parallel transmission bears the potential of compensating B1 field inhomogeneities induced by wave propagation effects in (ultra) high field whole body MR imaging. However, with increasing field strength, the RF power deposition and the associated local specific absorption rate (SAR) represent an important attention point with respect to patient safety. This paper presents simulations of a 3 T whole body eight-channel transmit/receive body coil loaded with a human bio-mesh model. Phantom SAR simulations were carried out and validated by temperature measurements. A good correlation between SAR simulations and measured temperature was obtained, so that the FDTD method can be considered to be a valuable tool in determining (local) SAR for patient safety in multi-channel transmission MRI systems.
INTRODUCTION
With increasing field strength, the RF power deposition and the associated local specific absorption rate (SAR) are becoming more important with respect to patient safety. SAR represents the limiting factor for the allowed RF duty cycle of an MR scan. This paper presents simulations using a whole body human bio-mesh model and a cuboid phantom for an eight-channel transmit/receive body coil [1] operating at 128 MHz. Furthermore, the SAR simulations of the cuboid phantom were validated by temperature measurements for the assessment of safety and coil performance.
METHODS
SAR for parallel transmission is assessed by simulating a 3 T multi-channel body coil (MBC) with eight ideally decoupled transversal electro magnetic transmit elements using the finite-difference time-domain method ("XFDTD", Remcom, Inc., USA). The coil sensitivities were calculated on a 5 mm grid using perfectly matched layer boundaries (16 layers) and the bio-mesh model of the "Visible Human Male" [2] as an example (see Fig. 1 ). The SAR was obtained from the superposition of the spatially averaged [3] pre-calculated fields E of the individual coil elements and weighted with the RF pulses. The 2D spatially selective RF excitation pulses were calculated iteratively in the spatial domain using a conjugate-gradient method [4] as well as directly using a SAR optimized RF pulse design method according to Ref. [5] [6] [7] . Furthermore, the VERSE approach [8] was adopted for parallel transmission [9, 10] . Target excitation pattern used were, for instance, a segmented region of the kidneys (Fig. 2, top row) and a segmented region of the liver (Fig. 2, bottom row) . Other patterns, such as a disc ( Fig. 2(d) ), have been employed as well, all using spiral k-space trajectories with a numerical field-of-excitations between 32 × 32 and 64 × 64 pixels. Reduction factors R of up to eight were used for the calculated (accelerated) Transmit SENSE RF pulses [7] . The experiments were carried out on an integrated 3 T MRI prototype system [11] , based on a 3 T Achieva system (Philips Healthcare, The Netherlands), which is equipped with an eight-channel body coil. For the SAR verification experiments [12] , the coil was loaded with a homogeneous cuboid phantom (h = 10 cm, w = 20 cm, l = 30 cm), which was filled with a lipid-doped H 2 0-NaCl-TX150 (Oil Center Research, USA) solution (σ = 0.5 S/m, ε r = 78). The heating experiments were carried out using two of the eight transmit coil elements of the body coil and a phase deviation of 0 • and 180 • between the elements. The temperature was measured using a 4-channel fiber optic probe (Luxtron790, Santa Clara, CA) and an IR-camera (Vario-THERM, JENOPTIC, Jena, Germany). 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In Fig. 3 , the global and local SAR is shown for the local excitation pattern of the kidneys using the iterative spatial domain approach. The SAR increases about with the square of the reduction factor, for lower R up to six. For higher R, an even higher increase is observed. With increasing R, the spacing between the spiral revolutions in k-space increases. Its relation with the desired excitation pattern seems to have a significant impact on the pulse energy and SAR. In Fig. 4 , the normalized local trunk SAR is shown for different excitation patterns. For the different local excitation patterns investigated, a rather small variability can be observed for smaller R, which becomes larger with increasing R. Thus, the SAR depends on the excitation patterns as well as the reduction factors for whole body Transmit SENSE applications. Moreover, it strongly depends on additional boundary conditions, e.g., the selected k-space trajectory [8] , the regularization parameter, and the coil geometry [13] . Fig. 5 shows the results of SAR simulations for global whole body and local torso SAR for the local excitation patterns of the kidneys for a reduction factor R of up to 8. For all cases, the SAR optimized algorithm outperforms the algorithm without SAR optimization. However, the improvement becomes smaller with increasing R, as the degrees of freedom decrease that can be deployed for SAR reduction. For a reduction factor equal to the number of coils (R = 8) both algorithms yield the same SAR because the solution is unique. An alternative SAR reduction technique, such as VERSE, represents a method to reduce the SAR for Transmit SENSE pulses by adaptation of the k-space trajectory. In turn, the peak RF amplitudes can be reduced leading to a lower pulse power as well as SAR. The VERSE trajectory is determined before the calculation of the RF pulse to stabilize Transmit SENSE calculation due to the very high amplitude and phase variations of consecutive RF samples. Fig. 6(a) shows the initial trajectory of a 2D spatially selective RF pulse, Fig. 6(b) shows the trajectory, which is optimized via k-space filtering and VERSE, and Fig. 6(c) shows a gradient amplitude G and slew rate S limited trajectory (G max = 40 mT/m, S max = 140 mT/m/s). Figure 7 shows the RF amplitudes for a selected RF channel corresponding to the three k-space trajectories (Figs. 7(a)-(c) ). For an unlimited slew rate, compared to a slew rate reserve of 25% with a reduction factor of R = 2, the peak suppression is reduced from a factor of 11.8 to a factor of 4.2. For this example, the pulse power was reduced by a factor of 1.49, the global SAR by 1.51, and the local SAR by 1.59. The B 1+ distribution can be measured in MRI systems via B 1 -mapping [14] . However, the electric field distribution is unknown and cannot easily be obtained. In a homogeneous cuboid phantom experiment, the temperature distribution, which corresponds to the electric field distribution, was obtained via FDTD simulation for the given phantom. A high correlation between the spatial distribution of simulated SAR and the temperature measurements was obtained (see Fig. 8 ). 
CONCLUSIONS
SAR strongly depends on the excitation pattern and reduction factor used in whole body Transmit SENSE applications. Furthermore, it strongly depends on additional boundary conditions, e.g., the selected k-space trajectory [8] , the regularization parameters, and the coil geometry [13] . SAR reduction techniques, as, e.g., VERSE [9, 10] or SAR optimized RF pulse design [5] [6] [7] , are an interesting possibility in reducing the RF pulse power and in turn the SAR for parallel transmission.
A good correlation between the experimental RF induced temperature changes and SAR simulations was obtained, confirming that the FDTD method can be considered as a valuable tool in determining (local) SAR for patient safety in multi-channel transmission MRI systems.
